NOTES:
1) SEALANT IS A TWO STEP APPLICATION.
   A) BEHIND SARNAFIL FLASHING.
   B) AT TOP OF COMPRESSION BAR.
2) SEALANT IS A MAINTENANCE ITEM NOT COVERED UNDER SIKA SARNAFIL WARRANTY.

SURFACE MOUNTED REGLET

SIKAFLEX - 1A
GROMMETED FASTENER 6 IN. O.C. (MAX.)
SARNAFIL FLASHING MEMBRANE ADHERED TO ACCEPTABLE SUBSTRATE
SURFACE MOUNTED REGLET COUNTERFLASHING
SARNABAR-SS FASTENED 12 IN. O.C. AND SARNACORD
HOT-AIR WELD
OVERBURDEN
FILTER FABRIC
SARNATHERM-XPS
SARNAFIL DRAINAGE COMPOSITE
SUBSTRATE
SARNAFIL G476 WATERPROOFING MEMBRANE
SARNAFELT NWP-HD LEVELING LAYER